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About This Content

This is the full soundtrack to fast-paced tactical sneak-‘em-up Stealth Bastard Deluxe, composed by Ricky Honmong. This
release contains extended versions of all the tracks in the game, plus a few tracks from the original Stealth Bastard prototype

thrown in! All 24 tracks are brought to you in high-quality MP3 format.

Add a little frisson of tactical espionage to your life by listening to this album in everyday locations, such as:

Public transport

Swimming pool

Post office

Old people’s home

Car wash

Haunted house

Jumble sale

… And many more!
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Track List:

Slicker

Cut Throat

Cacitt

Q-Querry

Fulzore

Ether

SE5

G Dope

Clowcarnage

Sickel

Skello

Zeko

The Game

Surefire

Tenzo

Katzzamaa Killer Wacky

Sheston

Wolfen

Sinstar

Ripstar

Chlocks

Party Out

Stemz

Krafter
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Title: Stealth Bastard Deluxe - Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Curve Studios
Publisher:
Curve Studios
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 or better, Vista, Win7

Processor:Dual Core 2.5Ghz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 8.0 compatible

DirectX®:8.0

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

English
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Overall, its a nice plex player for your VR headset, if you use plex, you might want to give it a shot. It seems to work well so
far.. Not taking into account the low price, but looking at this game as something that will consume your precious time, I cannot
recommend this.

The good:
- graphics are not bad
- nice ambient sound and music
- spooky atmosphere
- potentially a good story?

The bad:
- text on screen while playing with things like "the door is locked, you will need a key"
- inventory needs to be accessed by pressing A or B on your gamepad (says another text message), but I'm playing with Vive
controllers. I tried several things but couldn't find the inventory
- you can teleport through the bed
- bad control mechanics when opening drawers or pulling a lever
- many objects cannot be picked up
- as far as I can tell : no free thumbpad movement, only teleport which is not as good with horror games where it's better
(scarier) to be able to walk around the house
- no Quit in the menu and Steam couldn't quit the game :(

Maybe a future update resolves this issues?. Let's start with the pros. It has an engaging story and a likable cast of characters.
There some good puzzles to solve, I used a notebook to figure out some difficult ones. Now for the cons. It is too short and
without spoiling too much, it ends with unanswered questions. Another one of my grievances is that the screen resolution is
fixed at the highest setting when you boot up the game, despite having the option to decide it before it does. I learned that when
I got stumped on a puzzle so I looked up a guide and it turns out the high screen resolution obscured an important part to solve
it. Regardless I'd give it a 3 out of 5.. I enjoyed playing this game. The puzzles were medium difficulty, I like the story and the
feel .It was very much like the first chapter and I liked that one as well. The game froze once near the end, so save often.. What?
One frickin structure added? That's it....?. Meh. Nice music (I didn't know it's CC licensed). I'll probably never touch this again.
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THIS IS WHAT I HEAR IN MY BRAIN EVERYDAY!!!!!!!!!!. Damn those annying boring levels with jumping on that stupid
pogo device! One mistake - welcome to the beginning of the level. No, i don't want to do that all day. This is just ruined all for
me in that good in whole game. Uninstall.. "You're filthy."
It was in this moment that I realized I was hot for the janitor, in the lesbian kind of way.
Also, clown kid is cool kid.
10\/10. It tried giving the vibes of tower Unite (Gmod towers)

still it's not done yet
give it time because it is still a f2p game. Pretty Decent Game! When i bought it i was honestly thinking that it ll be just a
childish game that i ll finish in a few hours but surpisingly i choked on a few levels and i m still far from ending it.. just dont,
this dlc is not worth the money so pls just dont buy it
. what can i do to make this game run on my computer ? i downloaded the three pack, and all the games run but the vietnam one
??? Help please. Very immersive! This prototype has a lot of potential.. Finding it difficult to navigate. Game is not very clear
and sometimes doesnt scroll properly. It doesnt hold my attention very well and lacks excitement, its rather dull which is a
shame as it has potential. Save your money.
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